The family of an agricultural worker lives in this room—one of the 17,000,000 Americans still unprotected by the Federal minimum wage law.

Seventy years ago, the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union was chartered, dedicated to the war against the "sweat shop."

In 1938 the ILGWU—together with other unions—succeeded in winning Federal legislation for a minimum wage. Since then, through such efforts, minimum wages and minimum living standards have gone up.

But the work is not done. There are still millions of working poor. To help them rise from poverty remains our continuing purpose.

In this cause (agricultural workers call it La Causa) we ask your help.

A symbol of ILGWU's dedication to such causes is the union label, sewn in women's and children's apparel.

It is a symbol of progress made; and more to come.

Look for it when you shop.

For 64-page publication containing historic photographs, send 50¢ to International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, Union Label Dept., 275 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York 10001, Dept. T-1.